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DoJ chief economist flags merger control transparency efforts – NYU 

Antitrust Economics Conference 
 

by Justin Zacks 

 

The US Department of Justice (DoJ) Antitrust Division is taking steps to make economic merger 

analysis more accessible to attorneys and other stakeholders, according to the agency’s top 

economist. 

 

Last Friday [5 June] at Concurrences Review’s Global Antitrust Economics Conference, at NYU’s 

Stern School of Business, opening keynote speaker and DoJ’s Deputy Assistant Attorney General 

for Economic Analysis, Luke Froeb emphasized that in a time of increasing complexity and 

importance of economic models, the most successful antitrust attorneys need to be trained in 

economics. 

 

To this end, Froeb revealed that his colleagues at the DoJ have released an economic model to the 

public designed to help the layperson learn how economists think, allowing attorneys to provide 

push back by asking probing questions of their expert economic witnesses. 

 

. . . 

 

When asked about the AT&T [NYSE:T]/Time Warner [NYSE:TWX] USD 85bn merger that 

was challenged by the DoJ in November 2017 and is awaiting a district court decision that is 



expected on 12 June, Froeb shared insight into the evolution of competition economics and how 

vertical mergers are now assessed. 

 

Froeb noted that traditional bargaining models gave all of the bargaining power to the upstream 

firm resulting in double marginalization (a mark-up of an input above the marginal cost by 

producer and then again by the final manufacturer), which would be eliminated by a vertical 

merger to the benefit of consumers. Modern models, however, challenge the assumption that 

double mark-ups are eliminated, finding instead that there are incentives to split the gains of trade 

between the upstream and downstream firms, according to the value of their outside options and 

to the detriment of consumers. 

 

. . . 

 

Carnegie Mellon Professor Martin Gaynor explained that high-deductible plans allow for lower 

premiums, which should lead to increased shopping. 

 

Despite the large market share gains in high-deductible plans over recent years, the possible 

consumer gains from shopping may be minimal though. 

A paper co-authored Gaynor points out that “the majority of health spending is driven by a 

relatively small number of individuals with very high expenses. These individuals have expenses 

that put them well beyond the cost-sharing features of even a high deductible insurance plan,” 

mitigating the effects that would lead to shopping. 

 

. . . 

 

 

To read the full report, visit Dealreporter’s website 

http://www.dealreporter.com/info/doj-chief-economist-flags-merger-control-transparency-

efforts-nyu-antitrust-economics-conference  
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Common Ownership Not An Antitrust Problem: FTC Commish 
 

by Matthew Perlman 

 

Newly minted Federal Trade Commissioner Noah Joshua Phillips said Friday at a conference on 

antitrust economics that he does not believe there is enough evidence to warrant a policy shift 

over worries that the common ownership of stakes in competing companies by institutional 

investors creates an antitrust problem. 

 

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/gaynor-et-al-final-report-v11.pdf
http://www.dealreporter.com/info/doj-chief-economist-flags-merger-control-transparency-efforts-nyu-antitrust-economics-conference
http://www.dealreporter.com/info/doj-chief-economist-flags-merger-control-transparency-efforts-nyu-antitrust-economics-conference


Phillips, a Republican, echoed the sentiment of the FTC and U.S. Department of Justice’s 

submission last year to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development on the 

common ownership theory, which assumes institutional investors can influence their portfolio 

companies to soften competition and propup other investment. He said there’s not been enough 

research on the topic and that proposals to fix the problem would undermine the fact that 

institutional investors benefit consumers by giving them an easy way to invest safely. 

 

“Calls to change the enforcement of antitrust law are being made these days as frequently and 

loudly as they have been in my lifetime,” Phillips said during a speech at the New York 

University's Stern School of Business. “In such an environment, and especially when proposals 

for change put at risk both shareholder value and consumer benefits, we as enforcers must tread 

carefully. And U.S. scholars must continue to do your very important work.” 

 

. . .  

 

Phillips said that scholars seem to agree that a clear method of influence has not been located, 

noting that there’s no evidence of a “massive antitrust conspiracy,” or any actual proof that 

institutional investors are encouraging portfolio companies to lighten up on competition in any 

way. 

 

“This economic blockbuster, thus, seems a little light on plot,” he said. 

 

Because of the lack of empirical evidence, Phillips said much of the debate has focussed on the 

core motivation behind the alleged activity — that managers are influenced by large shareholders 

in their companies. This is problematic, since there has been a push going back to the 1700s to 

better align investors and their corporate agents, he said. 

 

. . .  

 

Phillips was sworn in as an FTC commissioner last month, alongside Democrats Rebecca Kelly 

Slaughter and Rohit Chopra. They came on board a day after Republican Joseph Simons, an 

exPaul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison LLP partner, was sworn in as the commission's new 

chairman. Former acting Chair Maureen Ohlhausen, also a Republican, has been named to a 

judicial post on the Court of Federal Claims, but remains at the FTC awaiting her confirmation. 

 

. . .  

 

 

To read the full report, visit Law360’s website 

https://www.law360.com/articles/1049741/common-ownership-not-an-antitrust-problem-ftc-

commish  
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Antitrust Deputy Froeb Will Depart DOJ 
 

by Ben Remaly 

 

Deputy assistant attorney general Luke Froeb has said he will be leaving the Department of 

Justice’s antitrust division at the end of June for personal reasons. 

 

Froeb, the chief economist at the agency, said on Friday that he would return to Vanderbilt 

University, where he first started teaching at in 1993. He spoke at a global antitrust economic 

conference hosted at New York University. 

 

. . .  

 

During his time at the division, Froeb said the work he is most proud of is his push to make the 

economists’ work there more transparent. 

 

“Economists think in models. I always want to make those models explicit. I want to make sure 

you know the models reflect the modeling choices and just clearly communicate what’s going on,” 

he said. “Ultimately I think what gives economists credibility is making their analysis transparent.” 

 

Froeb said he’s leaving the DOJ on good terms. 

 

. . .  

 

 

To read the full report, visit Law360’s website 

https://globalcompetitionreview.com/article/usa/1170199/antitrust-deputy-froeb-will-depart-

doj?utm_source=GCR+USA+Alerts&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=GCR+USA+Most+

Read+June&utm_term=The+6+most+popular+GCR+USA+stories+in+June&utm_content=1734

1&gator_td=NdH1Ub7GMwO5cuWIMe80IzLu4a/lQlv67P3bkJCBO6EDGOJqBXp3/6NgBO8

UKoZXvk/iyPAO7ZTI9YWMBEDy3eoW/QkSOz4fEYPhSmLCaukrTJobWwhwFjVlrfO3xHq8

a6AImz8Z6AEysGKpfAYvc0v7JNJXmjHkcs5lz+E4Rr986nd6o5rTS5a3qwdw1eS2V5woDQZ7

oIBOLbbllUST8g==  
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